Blu-ray players

TROUBLE SHOOTING YOUR PLAYER
All players are thoroughly tested by us before they are shipped. IF it does not work for you, the problem
probably rest on your side.
1. Remove the player from the mains (unplug) for a 1 minute.
2. Make sure that the ”QUICK START” is disabled during setting and trouble shooting (IF applicable).
3. Make sure that the remote have fresh batteries. When pressing the keys keep the remote in front of the
player. Press the key many times.. like if you want to set the player into Blu-ray region A.. You press 1- 11- 1- 1- 1- 1.
4. A remote usually comes with fail safe ”manufacturer settings”. ... if you are a lamer don't play with these
settings. Manufacturers supply remote controls that have the capacity to control not only your player, but
the stereo, TV and microwave as well. IF you have changed the settings. Make sure that the remote is set
for controlling your Blu-ray player.
5. To Control if the modchip work. You may play a region 1 or 2 DVD disc. A functional modchip will
automatically detect a DVD region and play the DVD disc.
6. IF all tests are OK but the Blu-ray player does not play region A Blu-ray. Even after you pressed 1, try to
press 2. I can be so that cables have been shifted.

FIRMWARE UPDATE:
6. There are a old PC say out there: ”IF it works don't fuck with it...”
7. DO not attempt to do a ON-LINE update of the firmware, simple don't!.
8. Always update firmware from a CD. Make sure to follow the instruction for your manufacturer and for that
particular player.
9. USA player should have USA firmware. A EU player EU firmware. ATTENTION: Pioneer players must be
in region A mode before trying to update, otherwise it can appear like the cables have been shifted as
under point 5.
10.IF nothing happens try to press- REMASTER on the remote.
11. DO NOT INTERRUPT THE INSTALLATION PROCESS. Normal installation may take anywhere between
20 and 40 minutes. IF you interrupt the installation process your player may become a very expensive
brick.

